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ABSTRACT 

Events at sea lerel and aloft over the United States are related to the 
approaoh of a speed maximum in the jet stream*    In the left hand portion of the 
area downstream from the jet maximum where air at the jet lerel is decelerating. 
frontogenesis, oyologenesis,  and spread of precipitation occur.    Other indica- 
tions of high lerel divergence to the left of the advancing jet maximum are 
jiven by ohanges  in the struoture  of a nearby eold dome.   'Insofar as the changes 
<n the oold doice are precedent,  they constitute a means of foreeasting oyolo- 
genesis* 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper  (Riehl 1948) the following oomment oonoluded a ttudy 
on the relations between the jet stream in the high troposphere and cyclone 
formationt 

"It is suggested that the jet stream appearing in connection with a 
pattern of very long waves in the westerlies provides a mechanism for the 
initiation of oyolone development and an lnoreaae of wave number*    But it 
should be emphasised again that only one speeies of oyolone formation has 
been considered here, namely, that associated witr. initial westerly flow aloft 
withou*   pronounoed streamline ourvaturt.    Nor is it suggested that the jet 
alone can ereate oyolonea.    It is evident that the jet is effeetive only if 
it is superimposed on a disturbance of the lower atmosphere*    Clearly, the 
amount of oyolonio development to be expeoted, depends in large measure on 
this faotor*    Therefore, when jet stream, long wave pattern, and low tropo- 
spherie  disturbance coinoide in a favorable sense, ensuing oyolone develop- 
ments will attain the greatest intensity.* 

1*    Participated under research oontract* between the Offioe of Naval Researoh 
and The University of Chicago. 

2*    Participated while on assignment to the Advanced Forecasters Course 
sponsored by the Weather Bureau a. d The University of Chioago. 
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It it the objective of this report to determine more preoiaely eon* of the 
favorable oiroumatanoea mentioned, As in the previous paper, we shall do thia 
with an example whose salient features *re typical of a large group of oases, 
though not of all oases. 

In the course of an experiment in forecasting carried out jointly by the 
University of Chioago and the U.S. Weather Bureau we observed that strong 
cyologenesis frequently followed the appearance of elongated end nearly isolated 
oold domes aloft as shown in figure ?• The observation of these domes as ouch 
is not new, and few synoptic meteorologists would dispute that, in the absenoe 
of the domes, the ensuing surface events would be quite different. But the laws 
that determine the course of the surfaoe developments in relation to the thermal 
and wind structure aloft are far from obvious. We propose to bring out some 
pertinent faots of the oase to be discussed that may provide some suitable hints 
concerning the routes to be followed in the search for the oorreot laws. 

SURFACE BVTNTS 

The setting of the period studied, November 12-14, 1961, in the hemispheric 
picture is at a time when, subsequent to several days of a westerly circulation 
with weak amplitude (high index or Iodex Stage Nil, Riehl et al 1952), a rela- 
tive maximum in the westerlies was shifting northward into the higher latitudes. 
Over the United States two typical High index troughs had passed eastward prior 
tc November 11 when a large low pressure area formed over the western half of 
*• .e oontinent and when, with increasing southerly flow, a preoipitation area 
.oread rapidly from Texas to the Great lakes. 

On November 12, 1830 GMT (fig. la) we observe this large low pressure area 
east of the Rocky Mountains. The circulation is quite disorganised. There are 
several weak oenters, and the frontal analysis is complex and rather uncertain. 
Organization of this diffuse pattern begins within 12 hours (fig* lb) and 
prooeeda rapidly around 1830 GM*P on November 13 (fig. lo). The low pressure 
center that emerged from Kansas travels slowly toward the Great Lakes on a 
path with strong counterclockwise curvature. Deepening steadily, it moves 
toward the NBW late on November 13 and finally becomes nearly stationary south 
of Lake Superior as a great vortex with eentral pressure near 976 mb (fig. Id). 

1 
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THERMAL STRUCTURE OF THE MIDDLE TR0P03PHBRE 

A 600 mb, the isotherms over North Amerioe initially exhibit the rela- 
tively unorganised pattern (fig* 2a), typioal of "high index" conditions. 
Then there travels aoross the oontinent a line of maximum spread of the iso- 
therms (minimum temperature gradient), followed by a well marked and nearly 
isolated elongated oold dome with a great isotherm concentration on its south 
side (for convenient reference on studies of such concentrations see Palmen 
1948, Paimen and Nagler 1948, and Palmen and Newton 1948). 

These two features of the isotherm field propagate eastward at a mean 
rate of about £6 knots* The surfaoe low pressure area lies intermediate 
between thorn end initially ia oloser to the line of minimum temperature 
gradient, do  observe three interesting faots. 

(l) The surface low organizes a great distance from the oold dome 
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(figs.  2b,  o) — as much  as   1,000 miles distant.    Whatever the role of the dome 
— whloh is pre-existent —  in helping to organise the vortex at the surface, 
it oannot be simple superposition by means   of height falls aloft*    Actually, 
the  12-hour height change*  at   TOO mb were  tero over the  area of  largest surface 
pressure  falls*    A more subtle mechanism is required,  capable of downstream 
trxnmission over long distances. 

(2)    The Low deepens not in the region where the Polar front at 500 mb,  as 
seen from the 500-mb isotherm gradients,  is  strongest,  but far downstream in an 
area where the 500-mb temperature  gradient is  weak end  nearly uniform along an 
axis drawn through the low oenter at the time when organisation b gins  (fig* 2b). 
It is not possible  to regard the  development as  occurring within the  tone of 
strongest baroclinity of the troposphere.     Indeed,   it has been our observation 
that only weak and stable frontal waves form when an intense frontal  zone at 
500 mb extends across North America with nearly uniform strength* 

* 

These observations corroborate the work of Ryd 1923, 1927, Pogade 1938, and 
Soherhag 1948 who point out that deepening preferably oooura in the lext hand 
portion of "delta* regions of the upper wind and thermal field. Sutoliffe 1947 
derived an analytical expression suggesting oyologenesis in regions where there 
ia maximum adveotion of cyclonic thermal vortioity. 

v3)  It is poscible to track the cold dome over the two-day interval. 
?lgure 2a shows its path. The velocity of the dome is approximately the same 
•19 trat of the winds in its oenter* These winds also varied little with height 
o:ove the mountains so that a vertical time seetion following the oenter of the 

me (fig. Sa) shows substantially the same air paroels as time progresses. 
. ristruoticn of this seotion presented some diffioulty since the oenter was 
never situated precisely over a radiosonde station. Nevertheless, we preferred 
to draw the seotion with use of the nearest sounding at eaoh observation time 
rather than interpolate from analyses. We consider this procedure as most 
straightforward in tnis oase, since at eaoh sounding period there was at least 
onv alternate station with preoisely the same indications. 

The seetion shown a rise of the tropopause, in this area defined a* the top 
if he oold dome, by 30-40 mb until November 13, 1950 GMT when it levels off. 
In  che upper troposphere, the isentropes asoend through the period and the 
lapse rate, initially moist adiabatio (fig. 3bJ, steepens to become dry 
adiabatio.Table 1 shows, in millibars, the amount of asoent of several isen- 
tropio surfaces during tho 36 hours from November 12, 1500 GMT to November 14, 
0300 GMT. 

Table 1 
Aaoent of isentroplo surfaces in the oold d 

9 AP (mb) 

290 
292 
294 
296 
298 
300 
305 

-30 
-60 
•yo 
-96 
-95 
-65 
-10 

I 
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The observed oooliag particularly in the lowest part of the stratosphere 
is too large to be explained by non-conservative processes. It follows that the 
gold dome is rising through the period as nay also be confirmed by noting the 
increase of area covered by the -30°C. isotherm on auooessive BOO-mb oharts.  I- 
view of the steep lapse rates, the change* in thickneae between isentroplo sur- 
faces, whioh oan be computed from table 1, may not be sufficiently accurate to 
warrant * diagram showing divergence and convergence as a function of height. 
But the table does suggest that in the troposphere there is a deep layer of 
gradually converging air, that this air asoends at rates with magnitude of about 
one centimeter per seoond and that it is evacuated laterally in a narrow layer 
under the tropopause. 

The foregoing observation!? do not accord with the viewpoint (Margules 1903) 
that cold domes must sink as a whole during surface cyclogenesis. As just seen, 
far from subsiding, the cold dome oenter aotually spreads upward during the 
period of deepening. We are not suggesting, of oourse, that sinking of cold 
domes does not take place in Lho grea'i majority of oases. But we do obtain the 
impression that ruoh sinking is not uniquely neoessary for oyolonic development 
(Spar 1950) and that the role of the dome in the cyologenetic mechanism may be 
other, at least initially, than the simple sinking usually visualised. 

The point has oome up here that the ascent of the dome takes place while 
it crosses the mountainous regions of western North America. A possible 
"mountain effect* enters into almost all detailed synoptio studies that oan be 
aae over the continent* We do not see how this oan invalidate the inferences 
just drawn. The point is that the cyclone deepens while the oold dome ascends. 
•respective of xhe reason for such asoent which is not a topio of investigation 

i:. this report. 

STRUCTURE OF THE JET STREAM 

We shall now investigate the structure of the high-tropospherio wind field 
as a possible connecting link* Figure 4 shows the 300-mb contours for the 
period and figure 5 the 300-mb isotaoh analyses, prepared with aid of the 
observed winds and with oomputations f/om th». contour field* As is generally 
the oase, this analysis is least oertain in the area of strongest winds. We 
cannot claim that we know the strength of the wind maximum and the gradients 
around it with precision. However, we believe that the analysis represents 
as fair an approximation to true conditions as oan be secured with the avail- 
able observations.  Many feature-* of the wind field as analysed aooord closely 
with p. Tious descriptions.  The vortioity distribution near the maximum, for 
instance, is very similar to that oomputed by Palmen and Newton 1948* To the 
left of the maximum the absolute vortioity is between 2f and 3f, where f is the 
Coriolia parameter. To the right, the antioyolonio shear amounts to -l*5fj 
but this is offset by a ourvature term of +0*5 f, so that the total absolute 
vortioity is very nearly zero* 

On November 12, 1500 GMT, a strong Jet maximum is situated near the West 
oast of the United States, oentered about 600 miles south of the cold dome, 
arther downstream the organised Jet deoomposes into the "fingery" structure 
common in "delta" zones (Hiehl et al 1952). This accords with the open and 
Irregular isotnerm patterr at 500 mb (figs. Pa-b) over oentral North Amerioa. 
We also observe that in this area the 500-mb winds aoross tfc  Isotherms at 
large angles ranging up to 90°j and that winds and isotherms are nearly 

m. -4- 
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parallel only in the  tone  of gr*at isotherm concentration in the west* 

On the subsequent naps,  the jet maximum propagates eastward parallel to the 
oold done  and,   in the mean,  at the  same  rate.     The  leading edge of the jet naxi- 
nun,   initially situated a  little west of 102°W.   (fig,  5a\  reaches the   slr^es Just 
south of the  Great Lakes  on November  13,   1500 Gill'  (fig.   6o)*     It  is at tm» tine 
of arrival  cf this  leading edge that the surface oyolone   jrganites on its left 
hand margin.    We can see  this clearly from the surface maps  and from the three- 
hourly surfaoe  pressure tendenoy centers enter<>d with dashed lines in figure 
5b,  o« 

In consequence, we oan regard the  downstream propagation of the  leading 
edf.e o"f the western jet stream as a link connecting the oold dome In the west 
and the cyclone formation in the Central States"    There may be other such links* 
If so, we have failed to notice them.    But the corollary evidence which follows 
suggests that the proposed connecting link is realistio* 

; 

ADVEOTION OF VORTICITY 

As brought out in the literature of recent years (for reference «ee Palmen 
1948 and Riehl et al 1952), it is likely that the surfaoe pressure falls in 
areas where adveotion of more oyolonio absolute vorticity takes plaoe in the 
ipper troposphere* This statement is based on nixed dynamic-empirical reasoning 
that horizontal nass divergence is occurring in region* where higher absolute 
'orticity is imported from upstream and that this mats divergence exceeds any 
compensating oonvergenoe in the lower levels* 

Although vorticity adveotion charts are not presented, we oan deduce 
readily iron figures 4-5 that the relative vortioity decreases downstream at 
500 mb to the left of the jet stream axis over the area where the surfaoe 
pressure is falling November 12-13, and that therewith higher vorticity is 
brought into this area by the wind* The curvatur*- of the oontours changes 
from oyolonio to anti-cyclonic as we go downstream at a pirtioular time, and 
the oyolonio shear reakens as the gradient ui" the isntachs becomes less (of* 
fig. 4c, 5c). The downstream variation of the Coriolis parameter lo small and 
may be negleoted* We see then that the adveotion of absolute vortioity has 
the requisite sign for pressure fall.  If the 500-mb surface may be taken as 
representative for the upper troposphere, as is generally the cast, it follows 
that the law stated initially holds for the present oase. 

DISTRIBUTION OF 7E8TICAL MOTION 

Although we have Just mentioned that a good relationship appears to exist 
between the signs of surfaoe pressure changes and hign level vortioity adveo- 
tion, the correlation between the magnitude of these quantities is poor, 
except for short period fluctuations* The surfaoe pressure fall is a small 
residual between low level mass oonvergenoe and high level mass divergence, 
'toss continuity is provided by vertical motions which under the conditions 
.escribed must be direoted upward over ar«.i; of surfaoe pressure fall* Suoh 
oroad soale asoent should be reflected in the precipitation pattern, exoept 
perhaps in tn« lee of mountain ranges* We observe the heaviest precipitation 
near the three-hourly surface pressure fall centers and ehls precipitation, 
in the mean, lies to the left of the 300-ah jet strt-oju axis* Thus the relative 
geographic positions of jet stream oore, region of surfaoe pressure fall, and 

• r'li•***•*'•.••• *?."-•'• ".-' : ; "'•> 55sK^fl£3S5'*3! 2t_rr,\
v »,2t,:w,1 
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reg} en of prooipitation correspond to that obaerved by 8tarrett 1949 and that 
demanded previously on the baela of dynamic reasoning (University of Chioago 
1947 and Riehl, Norque«t, afad Sugg 1952). 

CR08S-8TREAM CILCULATION 

It is one of the assumptions in the derivation of tho relation between 
mass divergence and adveotion of vortioity, stated earl.'er, that the flow and 
vortioity patterns move mush more sloely than the wind and that we oan neglect 
local changes con-pared to adveotive ohanges. The validity of this assumption 
is borne out by figures 5a-o. Although the winds blow at (computed) speeds near 
200 knots in the jet stream oore, the pattern propagates at little more than 
25 knots* The air very rapidly moves through the pattern, and it must suffer 
extreme deceleration when leaving the area of highest wind.  (Earlier oaae 
studies, Wobus 1950 and Teweles I960, have described this phenomenon.) This, 
following the equations of motion, is accomplished mainly by motion toward higher 
pressure, i.e., by a olookwise eross-stream oiroulation looking downstream along 
the jet oore* To the left of the axis this high level cross-stream oiroulation 
is likely to be assooiated with mass divergence, as we have already established 
for th« present oase from the vortioity adveotion pattern. We see the cumula- 
tive effeots of this oiroulation in figure 6a, a vertical cross seotlon taken 
lormal to the jet stream axis from Lake Charles, La. (LOB) northward to Inter- 
o-oonal Palls, Minn. (INL). The time is 0300 GMT, November 14 — 12 hours 
*u'.>sequent to the time of figure 5o.  The principal wind maximum still is up- 
stream from the section, and the pertinent portion of the isotaoh pattern has 
at changed appreciably exoapt for continued gradual downstream displacement 
** the jet center.  Choioe of the seotlon shown, rather than an eirlier one, 

was prompted by a very suitable station distribution and availability of data. 

On the seotlon, which outs through the forward edge of the cold dome near 
Omaha (OMA), we looate the oore of the jet at 260 mb, slightly north of Little 
Rock (LIT), and about 400 miles south of the deepest portion of the oold dome. 
The seotlon is drawn so that we faoe upstream. The winds which blow out of 
the seotlon toward us are decelerating near the jet oore as mentioned. Accord- 
ing to computations made from the equations cf motion, the angle between con- 
tours and streamlines in this region must have attained 20° to allow the 
observed deceleration of the air. From there northward, the rate cf d««elera- 
tion muat decrease and eventually beooree small near the cold dome since, as 
seen earlier the dome moves with the speed of the winds. Even here, however, 
some divergence has been taking place as brought out earlier. Comput'-.g an 
approx Ate value of this divergence from figure 3a and table 1 for tho layer 
betwe- .: the isentropea 298°A. and 305°A. with the formula 

we find that div2 ^^~5 x 10  sec  , a rather small value. 

If we combine all the evidence addu> i •— tho deceleration of air near 
.he Jet oore, the decrease of this deceleration toward the north, trie presence 
of divergence in the upper troposphere some distance north cf the jet core 
as given by the oold dome computation and the vortioity adveotion pattern, 
finally the shower aotivity under the oold dome — it becomes plausible to 
suggest that the oonflguration of the isentropes in figure 6a indicates in 

1 
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part the acouaulated effeot of vertical displacements upstream. The aenaw of 
the vertioal notion and oross-stroam circulation pattern (fig. 6b) would be that 
suggested in an earlier publication (8tarrett 1949). We should like to empha- 
sise hTwever, that the arrows of figure 6b are uot Meant to suggest closed 
circulation orbits.  If air evacuated laterally fron the top cf the oold dome 
were to pass to the other side of the jet oore with the cross-stream circulation, 
it would first have to assume the very high vortioities of the xone Just north 
of the jet center, then the very low vortioities to Its south. Clearly, this 
is most unlikely. Besides, we note in the present oase that the thick isen- 
tropio layers south of the jet lie between 324° and ?4C°A., those north of the 
oold dome between 512° and 320°A.. whereas the potential temperature of the air 
evaouated from the oold dome ranges from 296° to 306°A. It is more likely that 
the part of the jot stream oore downstream from a maximum is gradually displaoed 
toward higher contours on any isobario surfaoe and this indeed is observed in 
many oases (Sawyer 1950). 

VHITICAL VARIATION OF JsT SfxSAM AXIS 

In the jet stream publication mentioned initially much emphasis was placed 
on the marked reversal of temperature gradient aoross the Jet stream axis above 
the level of strongest wind. It was shown that a band of warm air extends along 
this axis on the poleward side at 200 mb, and that a narrow band of very oold 
air parallels its equatorward margin (fig. 7). The axis itself was situated 
ithin the sone of strongest 200~mb temperature gradient. Such a position is 

requisite if the geostrophic component of the wind is to decrease with height. 
•arther poleward and farther equatorward the temperature gradient again reversed, 
-cnereby proving that the 200-mb temperature field found in the jet stream zone 
oould not have adveetive origin but -chat vertical motions as shown in figure 6b 
had to aooount for its existence, Palmen and Nagler (1948) have reached the 
same conclusions. 

I 

Figure 8 shows the 200-mb  isotherms at the time of strongest deepening, 
November 13,  1600 GMT.    In several respects,  this chart verifies the descrip- 
tion of the 200-mb temperature field given earlier.    Relatively warm air is  in 
evidence everywhere at the tropioal margin of the ohart, and from there the 
temperature decreases toward the jet axis.    We find very warm air on the pole- 
ward side of the Jet oenter  (of. fig. 5c)  and very eold air on its equator- 
ward side.    Indeed there  is a  suggestion,  particularly north of the jet maximum, 
that the oent<»rs  if greatest 200-mb temperature anomaly are olosely assoolated 
with the area of highest wind.    In view of the discussion of figures 6a, b 
this  Suggestion appears quite reasonable. 

We also note some interesting differences between figures 7 and 8.    Along 
the jet axis the 200-mb temperature varies muoh more in the November 1961 than 
in the January 1947 ease.    In fact, the temperature gradient reverses along 
the axis  d-wnstream from the sone of strongest winds.    This is also brought 
out dearly in graphical form in figure 9.    It follows that the lovel of 
strongest wind must rise downstream above the region of surfaoe deepening, 
cutheast of Lake Michigan it reaches the ?C0-mb surface.    Over the eastern 

/reat Lakes, it must aotually lie above 200 mb. 
. 

As the  intense 200-mb temperature gradient north of the jet axis over 
the north oentral Plains) is directed nearly parallel to the contours  (not 
reproduced but similar to thoee-mf fig* 4e), and as the air eves at some 

* T 
*» 
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diaUnce frcm tha axis mcvea at  a rate several  times greater than the  speed of 
the system, we oan safely oonolude that ascending motion is taking plaoe through 
the 200-ob  surface.    Here,   the schematic vertloal motion picture of figure 6b 
oancot hold entirely*    The  asoent in the  rain area of figure 5o appears to extend 
to very high levels, a conclusion similar to that reached by Fleagle 1947  in his 
studies  of upper troughs  and ridges*     South of the jet axis,   th    temperature 
gradients are much weaker.    We oan only state that the region ».*.       subsidence, 
compensating for the upward mass transport through the 200-mb  surface takes 
plaoe*  is not completely delineated by the  oharte presented here* 

We can verify some of the conclusions drawn from figures 6-9 by oonstruot- 
ing lsotaoh oross-seotions along the axis  of the Jet stream, a representation 
whioh we hare not yet encountered in the literature.    This is done in figure ICa-o. 
The sections  shown in these figurej  follow the axle of the jet stream, and tiek 
marks refer to points along the jet at 300 mb as  givun in figure 5a-o.    It is to 
be noted that the  sections do not portray condition* along the vertical but that 
they pass through the  axes of a strongest wind at al 1 levels.    For the construction 
we first analysed isotaoh charts at 700.  600, 300,  and 200 mb,   and in part also 
at 260 mb.    We then drew lines oonneoting the points of highest speed on eaoh 
surface and projected these lines to coincide with the 300-mb axis*    Finally we 
plotted the wind values so oriented on oross-seotion paper and drew isotaohs. 
The aistanoe projected did not exoeed 200 miles and from 400-600 mb upward the 
axes nearly coincided,   i.e.  the jet stream was almost vertical as is commonly 
the case. 

The first impression that one gets from figures  lOa-c  is that they resemble 
-  otions taken normal to the upper westerlies.    Variations of wind structure 

eng the ourrent have the same  order of magnitude in the present case as varia- 
tions normal to the ourrent,  although the regions  of intense baroclinity  seen 
in figure 6a of course are not present*    Figure lOa-o verifies the upward dis- 
placement of the jet axis downstream from the wind oenter  (marked J) as  inferred 
above*    It will be an interesting problem for the future to drew corresponding 
oross-seotions of  isentropes and attempt to determine the aotual rate of 
deceleration of the air particles.    This deceleration would be less than  indi- 
cated by constant pressure charts if the air ascends  substantially in the region 
where the isotaohs trend upward. 

Figure lOa-c reveals  another curious feature*    We have already noted on 
figure 5a~c that a secondary jet maximum formed at 300 mb downstream fr?m the 
ihain maximum on November 13 and that it was this maximum which was most directly 
oonneoted with the cyclone formation*    The longitudinal section" indicate how 
this  oen^ar began to form early on November 13  (fig* 10b) and then beoame a 
separat    entity later on thai day (fig* lOo).    Qualitatively,  one gets the 
impression that an "impulse" becomes  detaohed from the main mex1mum and propa- 
gates forward at a more rapid rate than the  parent center*    If future synoptic 
studies should establish a general connection between suoh "impulses* and 
deepening* a new approach to the problaa of the dynamics  of oyologenesis would 
indeed be provided (of. Riehl and Jenista 1952).    At this time* further specu- 
lation on tbi? topic is not warranted. 

CONCLUSION 

t 
- I 

1 

In sn attempt to enlarge on previous description of trie relations between 
oyologenesis and the structure of the upper atmosphere, the following; has been 
noted* 

l^-^f! 
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(1) The developing surface pressure fell in the oese studied could not be 
explained by simple superposition of en upper pressure fell. 

(2) The oyclone did not develop on en intense frontal tone but far down- 
stream from this tone. 

(S) While the deepening progreesed, the center of the oold done upstream 
asosnded* Therefore simple sinking of the oold air oould not account for the 
deepening* 

(4) An intense jet stream maximum located to the right of the oold dome, 
looking downstream, elongated rapidly from the central Rooky Mountain arra 
towerd the Great Lakes by means of sending forward an "impulse" which could be 
observed forming e new wind maximum on November 13* 

(5) Downstream from the main jet oenter the axis of strongest wind 
asoended to repoh levels above 200 mb. over the sono of deepening* The asoent 
of the axis is ooupled with upward motion of the high tropospherio eir to its 
left. 

The scheme of cross-stream circulation in the jet stream tone proposed 
earlier (University of Chioago 1947) is supported by the data in the vicinity 
of the main maximum* In the region where the jet axis ascends, some modifioation 
is required* nevertheless, the major part of the precipitation area is observed 
-o lie to the left of the axis, in accordance with the earlier findings* 

(6) At the arrival of the forward edge of the "impulse" above a pre-existing 
teak surface Low, the latter began to deepen strongly. Dynamically, this 
deepening oould be related to the observed pattern of vortioity adveotion aloft* 

1 

1 
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Pig* la* Surfaoa isobar* (afe) 
and fronts, lor. 12, 1951, 18S0 OUT. 
Area of ataady praoipitation is 
shaded* 

Pig* lb* Surfaoa isobars and 
fronts. MOT. IS, 1951, 0650 Off* 

Pig* Is* Surfass isobars and 
fronts, lor* IS, 1951, 1850 OUT* 

Pig* Id* Surfaoa Isobars and 
fronts. Bar. 14, 1951, 06S0 C«. 
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rig. 2a.    Winds and iscthsraa  (°C) at 600 mb.  MOT. 12,  1961, 
1600 OKI.    Frogroaaion of eold doaia In 12-hourly atapa, lor* 12, 
0300 OiC to HOT. 14, 0300 GST, ia mrk»d by haaTy Una,    Axoa 
of Bdniwm and •Mdanai tsspsraturs gradient ara aarkad by 
Unas.    *•" danotoa warn oantar and "C* danotaa oold oantar. 
On wind TOOtora a long barb danotaa 10 knots, a short barb 6 
knots, and a haaTy triangular barb 60 knots. 

• 

?ig. 2b.   Wiad'j and iaottvvrns at 
600 ab,  BOT. IS,  1J51,  OSCC CV1. 
HaaTy dot aarka poaition of avzrf&oa 
lcar preaeurs oantar * 

Fig. 2o.   Winda and iaothams at 
500 mb,   Novo IS,  1951,  1600 9M7. 
HaaTy dot aarka poaition of avrfaea 
low prataura oantar* ..«1 
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Pig* 3a«    Yertioal oroae-aeovion 
of potential teafjerature  (°A) follc 
tng oold dona on traok giren in fig- 
ure 2a.    Heawy Una denotes tropo- 
pauae and • haded area indicatea 
adiabatio layar.    Iota that iaentropea 
in tha atratoaphara are drawn for 
intermla of 10°a. 

-*x>   -» -«o   -» -»r 

Pig* 3b.    Tephigraa showing sound- 
inga near center of eold done.    Hori- 
«on^al line* are isentropee, rertioal 
linea ieotienea, eloping linaa iaobara 
(nb) and daehed line ahowe the aoist 
adiabatio lapaa rate* 

Pig* 4a*    300-ab oo.-itottra  (100»a 
feet, firat digit oadtted) and 12- 
hour height ohangee,   (100*8 feet). 
HOT. 12,  1961,  1600 OUT* 

Pig* 4b* 300-inb oontoura and 
12-hour height ohangea, MOT* IS, 
1961,  0300 GMT. 

Pig* 4o* 300-ab oontoora and 
12-hour height, ohangee. No-** 13, 
1961,  1600 OUT* 
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Pig* Ea. laotaaha at 500 nb 
(kneta). HOT. 12, 1961, 1600 0111. 
Eaaty lines mark Jat atraaa axOa* 
Tiek aarka alone axia of principal 
current aerre to identify tha horl- 
aontal axia of figura 10a* Praoi- 
pitation araaa ara ahadad* Daahad 
lisaa gire 5-hour aurfaoa iaallo- 
bara (mb). 

Pig* 6b* Iaotaoha at 500 mb, 
U9t»  15, 1951, 0500 OUT. Tiok 
marka oorraapond to thoaa along 
hccixontal axia of figura 10b* 
Hoavv dot narka poaivion of aor- 
faca low praaaura oantar* 

Pig* 6o* SOO-ab .!avhaoha, lor* 
15, 1961, 1600 OKI* 1 &k aarka 
oorraapond to thoae alon£ tha hori- 
tontal axia of figura iOc, Haavy 
dot aarka poaition of aurfaoa low 

- assure oantar* 

i 



Pig. 6*.    Vertiaal oros«-smotion 
of iientropes  (solid lines, °A) aid 
isotaehs  (dashed line*, knot*), from 
Little Roek# Ark. to T«Tt*ra*tlon».l 
Pall*,  Minn.,  lor* 14, 1961, 0500 OUT. 
Hoary lines denote front* and tropo- 
pauses.    "I* stand* for oontor of 
westerly oterent, osd "IT* for center 

1  sisterly curreut. 

fig. Sb.    "Probable meridional and 
rertioal displaeeaaete associated with 
intsasifisatioa of tonal wind aaxlnua* 
Arrows iadloats dirootion of displace• 
•ont of isentropee.    Isentropee glren 
by thin linos, tropopaase by hoary Una 
(Prow Unlrersity of Chicago 1947.) 

Pig. 7.    "isotherms   (°C) at £00 ah,  Jan. 
28,  1947, 0300 OUT.    Jot stream oontor at S00 
ab narked by hoary lino."  (Prow Riehl 1248). 

Pig. 8.    Isotherms   (°C) at 200 ab, 
:cor. IS, 1981, 1800.OH.    Jot stream 
oontor at SO© ab marked by hoary lino. 
Tlok narks along jot axis serre to 
Identify the horisontal axis of 
figure 9. 

Pig. 9.    Wind speed at SOO ab  (knete), 
and toaperatw. > gradient (°C) at 200 ab 
taken orer distaaoo of 280 ka noraal to 
jet axis (hoary line) of figure 8. 
asrks at bottoa oorrospond to tlok nark* 
along Jot axis of flgnr? o-> 

:• 
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Fig. 10a.    Croae-saotion of iaotaoha  (knots) along axis 
following jot atraaa ooro,  Bcr. 12. 1961* 1500 OUT.    Murks 
at bottom oorraspond to tiok narks of figura 5a*    For details 
of oonatrootion of flgoro sso toxt*    *J* donotss jot str« 
ooctor* 

fig* 10b*    Croos-saetion of iaoteoha, lor* 13, 1961. 0300 
Gaff.    Marks at bottoa oorraspond to tiok aarks of flgoro 5b. 

Pig*  lOo*    oross-saotion of iaotaohs.  MOT* 13,  1961,  160C 
GMT.    Mu-ks at bottoa oorroapond to tiok aarka of figtur* 6o« 
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